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8 Dazzling Dialogue Tips
Here are a few quick tips for creating dazzling dialogue.
#1 Keep it short
Don't let dialogue paragraphs get too long. Aim for three to four lines between " ", then
insert an action, change speakers, switch to a quick thought. This creates more white space,
suggests more movement, forces you to be cogent and quick.

The justice of the peace was a jovial man, most of the time, but even he seemed sobered.
"Lamentable business, this. Never had no murders here before. Had to look up the old county
record for the way to go on. Not much there to help." He shrugged. "JPs ain’t usual for
felonies, not that we have many here."
That sounded—promising. In the wrong way, Matt reminded himself. But if no one here
had any notion how to go on investigating a murder, well, all the better. "The sheri ?"
"Down at the king’s fête, seeing to the ri ra ." He muttered, almost to himself, "Naught
help his side, anyroad. Jumped-up fool, he is."
"Then you’ll be calling in the coroner, I assume?"
The JP shrugged. "He’ll have to be impanelin’ an inquest, it’s true. But he’s o on some
shing holiday out Adur way. Besides, the coroner can’t tell us anything we can’t see ourselves.
Man’s been axed. No secret what kilt him."
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#2 Keep it snappy
This is conversation, not a lecture. Go for demand-reply, stimulus- response... aim for con ict
within the conversation. SHOW the con ict by snapping back and forth. They don't have to
be vicious as long as they can interrupt each other.

#3 Keep it active
Watch the static con ict, where they keep arguing about the same thing over and over in the
conversation. Pick out the best exchange that shows that con ict, and then at the end of that
exchange, start something new, open a new angle on the subject, bring up something they
haven't yet considered, have a speaker change tactics.
"You never listen to me!"
She sighed. "Right. Then how come I know exactly what you're going to say next? If I never
listen to you?"
"What? What am I going to say next?"
"You're going to say that no one listens to you. You say that every time."
He started to protest, then paused and regarded her balefully. "Okay. So sometimes you listen
to me. You never do anything about it! It's even worse! You listen to me, hear what I'm
saying, know what I mean, and then you do nothing! You don't even care!"
"Oh, yeah! And no one cares!" She laughed. "And here's my cue, right? I'm supposed to assure
you I care, and show you by doing whatever it is you insist that I do. Well, the hell with it. I'm
tired of it. I quit. You're right. I don't care. No one cares. No one gives a tinker's damn about
you. You've been right all along about that."
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#4 Keep it interactive
Use conversational cues like
interruptions,
repeated keywords("You should give him a refund, dad." "Refund? Refund?"),
back and forth question-and-answer or
provocation-response dynamics.
Cues can…
echo each other
contradict each other
mimic each other's rhythm
interpret each other
"Just once, I'd like us to have a Christmas, just the two of us."
"Come on, say what you really mean, that you hate my mother."
"Okay, I hate your mother."
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#5 Keep it dynamic
The conversation should change the plot in some way if possible-- she reveals something she
didn't mean to, they gure something out together, he makes an enemy....
Also show the conversation changing as it goes on. Don't get stuck in a static is-not/is-so
con ict repetition. For example, maybe they start out agreeing and end up realizing that
they're at odds, or they start out hopelessly deadlocked and talk their way to a truce.
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#6 Keep it subtext
Use dialogue to show what lies underneath-- a irtation? A secret? A deception? What's being
concealed yet still revealed?
For example, a character might say, "Oh, I just adore my little sister, so tiny, so precious, so
pretty. In fact, everyone loves Sally. She is the family's little star, and
I am grateful just to be allowed in her orbit."
This is likely to tell the reader something Joan can't let herself think- she resents that Sally gets
all the attention.

#7 Keep it meaningful
Forget "hello, how are you?" Make each dialogue exchange count. Start conversations in a
provocative way, like: "Where the hell have you been?" or "I should have known I'd nd you
here," or "Hey, it's you! I've been dreaming about you."
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#8 Keep it simple
Use the quote tags necessary, but don't go searching the thesaurus for "interesting tags." Here
are some easy, inconspicuous ones:

said, added, commented, remarked, asked, demanded, replied, retorted, suggested, observed,
concluded, began, interrupted.
Try these out– Each of these has a unique "feel" and role– "added" is good after a speaker has
paused and resumed.
Use adverbs sparingly, but they can be helpful in small doses– she murmured viciously, he
added casually.

Action tags use character action to de ne who is speaking. Look for something meaningful,
especially if it conveys something more than or other than what the speaker says aloud:
"I'm not nervous. Not a bit." Tom patted his breast pocket for the third time, just to make sure his
speech text hadn't evaporated in the last few minutes. "Public speaking doesn't worry me at all."

Where you put the quote tag can make a di erence, at least in sound, so experiment:
Joan said, "It makes little di erence what you want, because you won't get it."
"It makes little di erence what you want," Joan said, "because you won't get it."
"It makes little di erence what you want, because you won't get it," Joan said.
Use punctuation to convey meaning:
... means the voice is fading out.
– means a break or interruption.
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Your turn! Try these 8 techniques and dazzle your reader.

And if you would like to learn more about writing vivid, authentic dialogue, sign up for my
Dialogue Dynamics course . It’s all done in easy email, and only $50 for two weeks of helpful
lessons and exercises. You’ll get helpful feedback from me!
Alicia Rasley is a RITA-award winning author
and internationally known writing teacher.

